
Understanding

2+
Will understand gist of questions, occasionally misinarpr€ts intent. May miss

some detail.

2

May grasp gist and follow general directions but may misinterpret inrcnt of
questions, will miss some detail.

2-

Some repetition and/or rephrasing necessary in order to get gist - may still
miss some details.

l+
Has problem gening gist and details even with repetition and rephrasing.
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RESEARCII IN TESTING

Some hiority Areas for Research in Oral Language Testing

Glenn Fulcher
University of Surrey

Any attempt to isolatc priority areas for research in the field of oral testing

must of necessity bc somewhat zubjcctive. The areas which are highlighted

here are based on a recently complercd PhD in the construct validation of oral

tcsts at &e Univenity of kncaster, supervised by Professor Charles Alderson
(Fulcher, 193).

l. Esasblishlng dlvergent validity for hypotheslsed constructs

Very lirle is known about what constinrtes 'speaking ability', even

though many rating scales currently in use in oral tests assume that

there are component competencies. The descriptors of holistic

rating scales oftcn merely fudge the issue by referring to a number

of abilities within one band, assuming that these come in neatly

packaged bundles. Ifonly ...

What is needed is a clear linguistic definition of at least two

component ttaits which may be operationalised in rating scales (or

some other scoring method) which can be sordied through the use of
Multirait-Multimethod designs (MTMM), and Maximum

Likelihood Confirmatory Factor Analysis (ML). However, the

main problem in conducting such shrdies with data from oral tests is

the effect of cross-contamination: raters giving a score on one scale

and then reproducing that across other scales. This must be dealt

with in funrre shrdies.

It is zuggested that one way of overcoming this problem is to write

rating scale specifications, which would contain as full a description

of the trait to be measured as possible and an indication of the

number of bards to be used in the rating scale. Two rating scales
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would then be produced for each trait by separate scale writers on
the basis of thc specifications.

sets of raters, using the different rating scales on different
occasions, would then ratc a small number of videos of snrdens
doing the same task. This would, of course, introduce a time facet
and a potential order effect. To control for this each tcam of rarcn
would have o sart with a different rating scale.

A Panial credit model could be used to assess the rating pattcrn of
the raters on the two scales, and an MTMM/ML snrdy could be

devised in which the methods werc rating scales. It would be

hypothesised that scorcs on different rating scales of the same trait
would exhibit convergent validity and that scores on rating scales of
different traits would exhibit divergent validity, as the design of the
daa collection tcchnique would presumably rpduce the effect of
cross+ontamination. It should howcver bc pointed out drat this
design is not strictly speaking an MTMM design, as each mahod is
a rating scale. This must bc borne in mfud when considering
convergent validity, but should not affcct the study of divergent
validity.

Another approach to dris problem may be to use recently developed
semidirect tests of oral proficiency in coqiunction with a rating
procedure which did not require raters to make any judgements at
all. For example, thc taped responses of shrdents o a completcly
standardised eliciation tcchnique could be transcribed and ratcd on
the basis of purcly linguistic criteria hypothesised to be relatcd to
two or more distinct traits. This method would not be as powerful
as that described above, as it would of necessity have to oonccntrate

only on surface elements of speech, but it would at least give some

insight into whether or not simple counts of the occurrence of
surface elements said to be exponens of the sepantc traits would
result in the students being awarded different scorcs on those traits.
This type of dcsign is, in fact, very much like that used by
Pienemann et al (1988) in fte constnrction of their oral observation

forms.
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Yet another approach to the problem would be o conduct an

introspective shdy. In &is design a large number of raters would

be used to ratc a small number of snrdents taking two or three oral

tests on a number of component rating scales. However, prior to

doing this, dl raters would be interviewed about their conception of
the nature of the rais on which they would be asked to rate. These

interviews would have to be recorded, transcribed, and the

concephral baggage which each rater brings to the rating process

thoroughly documented. Immediately after this the raters would be

asked to ratc fte students, and the rating patterns in practice could

then be relatcd directly to the introspective daa in order to see to

what extent prior views of raten affected their use of the rating

scalc. h might dso be possible to arrange for the mters to

intr,ospect as they werc rating, commenting on their interprctation of
the rating scale, and to arrange a retrospective study in which raters

were shown their achral rating pattern and asked to compare this to

what they thought they were doing at the time. Such a shrdy would

throw a great deal of light onto the rating process which at ttle
prcsent time we know very little about.

If at least two component traits could be demonstrated to have

convergent and divergent validity, the latter being the more difficult

to achieve, research could then be conductcd into other

hypothesised Eaits in order to build a more comprehensive

theoretical model of speaking ability.

Task end Topic

We do not know a great deal about task difficulty. Much morc

research is needed into task difficulty along the lines of Sansfield

and Kenyon (1992), but using scores from ac$al oral tests rather

than relying on the judgements of teachers. Further research in this

is important, as research has demonstrated that task difficulty level

is related to test anxiety. If it is possible for tasks to be scaled on a

difficulty continuum, appropriarc tasks may be selected for shrdents

of certain predictcd ability levels in order to control for test anxiety.



Similarly, research is needed ino the type of language and

discourse produccd by ccrain asks. Silverman (196), MacPhail
(1985), van Lier (1989), Perrett (1990) and Lazararon (1992),

among others, have conducted research into the discourse of the

Oral Proficiency Intcrview, but little research has been conducted

into the discourse produced by other task types. For example, to

my knowledge no similar shrdy cxists ino the discourse produced

by a group oral discussion, let alone a comparative strdy of the

discourse produccd on a group task compared with the discourse

produced by the same shrdents aking other ask types.

Evcn with regard to the Oral Proficiency lnrcrview (OPg there is

growing evidence from shrdies of interaction benveen native and

non-native speakers in the Second Language Acquisition litcraturc

that knowledge of opic is a dercrrrincr of power relations in
situations where the nativc speakcr would otherwise be the

dominant party by default (Zuengler, 1993). It has oftcn been

claimed that in the OPI the learner mercly responds to the questions

of the interviewer, thus creating 'unnatrrral conversations'. One

way of overcoming this is to vary thc task type, but rcsearch is

needed into the effects of leading the learncr (particularly in ESP

tests) to believe (probably correctly) that s/he is the subject

specialist and that the intcrviewer is an intcrested layman. This may

alter the nahrre of the discourse produced, and remove some of the

immediate criticisms which havc been levelled at the OPI for lack of
'authenticity' (Fulcher, forthcoming).

Little research has been conducted which uhes ino account task

and topic and any possible inrcraction cffects benpeen the two as

tcst method faces.

I would suggest a research project in which one task is designed

with one sandardised eliciation procedure, but with two or morc

different topics. A sample of students would be asked to take the

two or morc tests which would then differ only in terms of topic,

with cach of the s[rdents rated on a single rating scale. It would be

hypothesised that any difference in the scores would thus be due o

3.

the cffect of topic. Prior to carrying out this study, it would be

recommended that each of the students be inrcrviewed about their

background interpsts, learning history, ard any other factors which

might influence their ability to alk about the topics chosen for the

tests. The results of the tests could then be related directly to the

background of each student in the sample, making it possible to

isolate the nature of any topic effect in oral testing.

Specilicity end the length of rating scales

Wrircn from the time of Lado (1961) to Baker (1989), Hughes

(1989) and Matthews (1990) have argued that rating scales must be

as specific and deailed as possible. On the other hand, Porter

(1991) argues that they should be short and as simple as possible, to

be judged on the basis of what they leave out rather than what they

includc. Yet, no research has been conducted on the optimum

length of rating scales for practical use; the views exprcssed

regarding length are mercly the opinions of the writers in the light

of their own personal experiences of rating.

Research is therefore needed into the length of rating scales. It is
suggested *rat ftis could be done by aking one extremely detailed

rating scale and producing fiom it a series of other rating scales

along a cline of decreasing specificity by editing out parts of the

scale, until it becomes just a title with a list of band numbers.

Students would all do the same task, and teams of raters would each

independently rate them according to one of the scales. Each

team's reliability coeffrcients and rating patterns would be comparcd

using a Partial Credit model. It would be assumed that somewhere

along the cline the evidence would suggest that optimum reliability

had been achieved, and thus empirical evidence would be available

to suggest that a certain degree of specificity was preferable to

others.

Rating scale construction

In reviews of rating scales, such as the American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) scale, it is frcquently

suggested that they confound linguistic and nonlinguistic criteria for
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measurement. This leads to the confounding of trait wift tcst
method, making validation extremely difhcult if not impossible
(Bachman and Savignon, 1986; Bachman, 1988). Dandonoli and
Henning (1990) and Henning (lW2) have attcmptcd to show that
this is not the case. However, thc criticisms have not been
answercd in full.

If confounding trait and mcthod in rating scatc descripton leads to
an inability to esablish validity, it mey be hypothesised that in a G-
study the Equivalcnt Forms Gcneralizability coefficient would be

extremely low, and that in a Rasch Partial credit analysis the oufit
statistics would be fairly high. proving the opposite to bc true,
provided ttrat dre research dcsign did not bias the outcome, would
constifirte a reasonable defence for the AcrFL rating scales, but
these studies remain to be carricd out.

The devclopment and trtalling of new methods of rnvestigating
validity

Fulcher (1993:327) suggests a satistic which makes it possible to
attach a validity coefhcient to a band wittrin a rating scalc rather
than to the rating scale as a whole. The assumptions bchfurd thc
development of this statistic (and conditions for its use) are that (a)

band descriptors should not refer to tcst method facets, only traits;

O) the baits which have been operationalised in the band
descriptors are sable in ttrat they do not change radically in thc
learner's competcnce from moment to moment or day to day - that
is, the variable competence model of second language acquisition
(Tarone, 1983, 1988, 1990) while supported by some researchers in
testing (Skehan, 1987) is rejectcd; (c) a valid rating scale which
measures traits which are generalizable to other contexts (as

opposed to performance on one ask or test) should provide the
same results across task types (daa collection methods).

The theoretical adjunct of this statistic, and the aszumptions relevant

to its interpretation, is that a consuuct should be coherent. lS
description in the bands of the rating scale shourd be zuch ttrat it
remains possible to use it as a daa collection instnrment irrespective

of the contcxt in which this is done. Variation in scores depending

on ask undertaken by the lcarners indicates that no underlying

construct is being measured, mercly performance at a particular

moment in time. Whether we call this 'variable capability' or not is

irrelevant; in tcsting terms it means lack of ability to generalize test

scorcs beyond the immediate testing sinration.

Such approaches to yalidity need o be scrutinised both in terms of
the theoreticd assumptions they make in the light of research being

conducted in fields such as Second Language Acquisition, and in
rcrms of their practical benefits in assessing and improving oral

rating scales. firis satistic has only been applied to three rating

scdcs (Fulchcr, 1993), and only 3 bands of one rating scale were

discovcrcd to mcct thc criterion of coherence validity. Results of its
use in the study of other rating scales would be necessary before

assessing its utility as another tool in the armoury of the testing

researcher.

Conchsion

It is clear that the zuggestions conained in this article in no way cover all the

research which is needed in this field, but it is hoped that one assessment of
priority arcas may provide others with ideas for their own rcsearch projects.
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